
Authorized reseller: Ask your SMART representative about the free software 
included with every SMART Board interactive display. 
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FREE software with your 

SMART Board® interactive display with iQ
No cost. No subscription. No obligation.

Powered by iQ 
platform & whiteboard
designed for learning

SMART Notebook®

SMART Ink™

SMART Exchange
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Free, award-winning SMART Notebook 
for Windows and Mac helps you create 
dynamic, interactive lessons and deliver them 
on your SMART Board interactive display. 

Keep learning lively with features like infinite 
cloning, text editing and 3D objects, and 
subject-specific tools like creative pens, 
equation editor and math tools.

Powered by iQ

Markup anything, anywhere. 

Overlay-free annotation for Mac & Windows keeps your annotations in place even when you move between 
applications. Navigate freely and revisit notes without constantly turning on and off an inking layer.

SMART Ink works fluidly with applications’ native inking tools, including Windows ink, provides text 
recognition, and integrates with SMART Notebook.

SMART Ink™ – for Windows and Mac

SMART Notebook®

Just 2 clicks to connect student devices 
for active learning. 

Only SMART displays allow an entire class to 
work directly in the embedded whiteboard -
without student logins - so teachers don’t 
need to interrupt the lesson to get students 
signed into a separate tool.

Unique to SMART: toggle the shared 
whiteboard to student-based navigation at any 
time, promoting active learning by allowing 
students to review content at their own pace.

A powerful platform for engaging teaching. Easy workflows and a straightforward UI 
give teachers the confidence to easily add free content and interactive elements to their 
teaching, regardless of their tech comfort level.

Interactive teaching tools and resources bring instruction to life. Use graphic organizers, images, 
video and digital manipulatives to instantly create activities or enhance existing lessons. 

Plus, access thousands of games, activities, and lesson plans made by other teachers with SMART Exchange® 


